
What’s the point of DOs?

Introduction
The Denominación de Origen Protegida - here on referred to as “DO” - is the
principal way of dividing up Spanish wine production into distinct named regions.
Each one has a defined territory and associated rules. There are currently 97 wine
DOs in Spain. Some such as Rioja are household names, others such as Tierra del
Vino de Zamora are not. There are 4 different kinds of DO plus another sometimes
overlapping layer of regional classification, the Indicación Geográfica Protegida
(often known as Vino de la Tierra).

We all know that wine’s complicated but then for many that’s part of the charm.
Keen wine students buy books or go online and start to learn that DO Bierzo is
known for Mencía and Godello or that barrel ageing plays an important role in DOCa
Rioja. You attend tastings, you try different wines, you follow all the people with
more followers than you and bit by bit your wine knowledge expands.

But there’s a problem. Good producers, often top producers are starting to leave the
DOs or not join them in the first place. This was viewed as pretty extreme a few
years ago but these days it’s becoming more commonplace. So now we have the
bizarre situation where some of the best wine in Spain is sold in the bottom “vino de
mesa” category, leaving the supposed top-tier DOs protecting a hollowed-out rump.

Exaggeration? Maybe, but it’s already happened in DO Cava, there are rumblings in
Rioja and now a recent situation in Ribeira Sacra has once again thrown the DOs
under the spotlight. The fact that Ribeira Sacra is one of the leading examples of
“The New Spain” means that the stakes couldn’t be higher. Given the country’s hard
to shake-off reputation as a mainly budget wine producer, Spain needs to ensure
that the best producers in the country are highlighted, not hidden away.



Perhaps I’m overstating the importance of DOs, aren’t brands more important? It’s
actually quite complicated. Sherry’s better known than any one brand. The Rías
Baixas DO has done well in recent years and its star grape Albariño is almost a
household name - I’d argue better known than even its most famous producers.
Whereas in DO Somontano it’s the large producers Enate and Viñas del Vero that
first come to mind, ahead of any particular grape or style. The Catalan group Torres
plays an interesting game: producing some of its best known brands under the
rather dubious catch-all DO Catalunya, whilst also offering a portfolio of smaller
scale wines under their respective DOs.

The two main problems in Spanish wine today are that much of it is sold too cheaply
and that many of the best wines remain unknown. Getting DOs right isn’t a magic
bullet but I feel it would really help the industry as a whole if quality, interesting
wines were rewarded and lesser wines were easier to identify.

So let’s have a look at some of the basics. What is a DO? What do they do and who
do they serve? What are the problems and what are they getting right? How might
things change? These are complex issues and I don’t pretend to have the answers.
What I’m hoping for is some debate. All comments welcome.
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What are DOs for?
In May I ran a simple twitter poll, asking people to choose from a list of three options
which they felt was the primary function of a DO. The sort of people who most likely
saw this poll and replied are probably wine professionals or amateurs with a high
level of interest. Several people made comments along the lines that “all of the
above” should have been an option or that it was pointless to try and split a DO’s job
into different functions. They might have a point but given the current level of
apparent DO malaise it seems that at least some of them are doing at least
something wrong. Are the very functions they are trying to perform not the right
ones or are they working in the right areas but could do it better?

Looking at the results it seems that a guarantee of origin is seen as far and away the
most important function of a DO. This is interesting because if we look to Australia
they also have a system of regional origin in place, Geographical Indications (or GIs).
These generally only define the origin of the product, in terms of style very little or
nothing is laid down. Regions such as the Barossa Valley, the Yarra Valley and
Margaret River enjoy world-class reputations and Australian wine has never been
better. Why go any further? What does Europe gain from spelling out what can be
grown where and how?

What do DOs do?
DOs in Spain go much further than GIs in Australia. Each DO has its own governing
body, the Consejo Regulador. They perform a number of functions, including:

Regulation - The creation and updating of a set of rules governing how the wines
should be grown, processed, aged and packaged and what the specific features of
the region are that that are looking for, ie what they should taste like. For example
the rules will list all the permitted grape varieties, maximum yields and define limits
such as minimum alcohol levels or time in barrel to gain the right to terms such as
“crianza”. They can vary these rules as time goes along and may tweak them each
season, for example decreasing the maximum yield to ward off a glut.



Monitoring - Supervising and monitoring the growers and wineries plus ensuring
traceability. Trying to make sure that nobody cheats and that rules aren’t broken.

Certification - Certifying wineries and finished products and working with external
auditors to give an extra level of authority.

Technical Services - Providing technical support and running R&D projects with the
aim of getting the best out of the region.

Promotion - Creating, running and assisting in initiatives to promote sales and
support the DO.

It all sounds pretty reasonable and well-intentioned, yet a number of top producers
have decided they don’t want to make wine under this system.

What’s the problem?
There would seem to be two main problems. One is that potential or ex-members
don’t feel that the DO is strict enough. Cava’s probably the best example of this,
where in recent years a number of the best producers have left. The key problem is
that the Cava DO does not defend a territory with unique characteristics but defends
the traditional method sparkling wine process, as applied to wines across a large
swathe of Spain. Penedès is clearly the home of Cava and has little in common with
Extremadura (closer to Lisbon than Madrid), yet both are in the same DO. With Cava
selling for as little as £3.49 in the UK recently it continues to be difficult to raise
Cava’s image, hence the continuing exodus of producers who aim to defend quality
Penedès sparkling and get a fair price for their efforts.

Perhaps the other main issue is that DOs haven’t moved with the times. Often set up
decades ago they seem structured to provide a minimum floor on quality by stating
for example the maximum yield per hectare and by specifying the minimum time in
barrel. Yes but, almost all the most exciting producers today don’t care about that.
Many of these won’t get anywhere near maximum yields and people will use barrels
or not as they see fit, perhaps preferring large format foudres, concrete or tinajas. In
some cases DOs don’t seem to have understood this. And so ambitious generally
newer producers who pick early / don’t use oak / make natural wines might find
themselves making wines outside of the rules or ones that don’t even pass the
generally pretty slack tasting panels. So in some cases DOs might defend mediocrity
but shun ambition.

And what’s the rub in Ribeira Sacra? In May 2020 The Wine Advocate published a
report “Spain, Galicia: Spotlight on Ribeira Sacra” allocating very high scores to
numerous wines from this dramatic region. Great news, surely? The thing is that
many of the top scorers weren’t members of the Ribeira Sacra DO. The DO promptly
released a firmly-worded statement congratulating its members but reminding the
publication and others that had reprinted it that only wines made by members of the
DO can be referred to as “Ribeira Sacra”.



Who’s right? Certainly many wine-aficionados were quick to back the Wine Advocate
and criticise the DO. “They don’t understand the new wines”, “These guys are
ridiculous”, “Incredibly stupid”, “beyond absurd” etc. Also, what is the report’s
author, renowned Spanish taster Luis Gutiérrez supposed to call wines from the area
that aren’t in the DO? “Vino de mesa from generally steep areas of Ourense and
Lugo” isn’t quite as snappy.

And yet the DO must defend the name “Ribeira Sacra” and only allow its use for
wines from the members of the DO. This is its absolute core function, to prevent a
protected name from being misappropriated. Just because the non-DO wines are
made in the same region from the same grapes and in some cases are better,
doesn’t change anything. Rather than rail against the DO for doing this part of its job,
we would be much better to understand why this situation has occurred.

Why wouldn’t you want to be a member of a DO?
So, maybe the bar’s too low and you don’t want to be part of a DO with a mediocre
reputation or maybe you want to make wine’s your way and the DO doesn’t get it.
Maybe you’re a maverick. One-off estates outside the local DO can sometimes draw
fame and attention precisely for this reason and if the product’s good this can
sometimes perversely lead to higher sale prices.

It might just come down to cash. You need to pay to be a member of a DO and to
certify your wines and perhaps you’d rather not. It’s also a bit of a pain, with regular
paperwork to complete and audits to survive. You might feel it’s just not worth it.



Perhaps the reason is that the right DO doesn’t exist. One of the most exciting wine
regions to emerge in recent years is the Sierra de Gredos (or just “Gredos”) area of
Central Spain. But there is no Gredos DO, instead several regions all have bits of it,
hampering recognition and holding this dynamic area back. What seems obvious
internationally hasn’t happened on the ground, mostly likely due to politics and lack
of vision. Spain is quite fragmented internally and Spaniards think locally first,
severely holding back the country in so many ways.

Another of Spain’s key “new” areas is Tenerife. But there’s no DO Tenerife, instead
there are five on the island. How many can you name? Anyone who’s been there will
come back amazed at the huge differences in landscape and climate within just a few
miles. Surely it’s right then that there are several DOs to reflect that? But isn’t it also
about market recognition and sales? Maybe you don’t want to be stuck in
“Ycoden-Daute-Isora” and would rather be in DO Tenerife with an optional subzone?

Even if the right DO exists they have generally been about homogeneity. Does the
wine tick these boxes and is it good enough? But today that’s not necessarily enough.
Fashion has swung towards understanding origins, in wine this generally means that
more favoured villages and single-vineyards tend to trump complex regional blends.
This is something that DOs have been slow to embrace with the tragic situation that
even if you make a village or single-vineyard wine, you might not be allowed to label
it as such. Again mediocrity can prevail over highlighting something special.

Who are DOs for?
DO’s ought to be for the consumer, surely? You go into a wine shop and confidently
buy a bottle of DO Toro, knowing that you’re getting a certain type of wine from a
specific area. You know that if grapes are listed then they will be in the wine and you
know that the wine will (mostly at least) be from the stated vintage. And you have
some idea what it will taste like, right?

However the problem with this line of thinking is that DOs are actually set up and
run by growers and producers in the region. Yes they don’t want anyone ripping off
their good name but they also want to make as much money as possible. It’s worth
realising that many people in wine production are farmers. If they weren’t growing
vines they might be growing olives or cereals. They might not even drink wine
themselves. But then you also get the (often smaller) newcomers. Idealists who’ve
quit the city or the next generation of traditional firms who’ve studied abroad and
have been bitten by the bug and want to do things differently. This is where conflicts
can lie. Growers want to sell as many kilos of grapes as possible at the highest price
possible. Newcomers want to make the best wine possible. Consumers want the
best wine at the lowest price.

An interesting case is DO Rueda. You can buy fresh zippy Rueda whites for around 2€
in a supermarket in Spain but the good ones cost around 7€ and the top ones, more.
Rueda’s a huge success story and you can easily find it in pretty much any part of the
country. It sells so well that surely they barely need to export. Yet this success
creates a problem. The problem is that this creates a “race to the bottom” whereby



bars and supermarkets that just want a “Rueda” often go with the cheapest possible,
meaning that the normal priced wines at 7€ start to look expensive. So the good
producers need to either cut costs or highlight their quality and points of difference
to survive. The top brands are generally ok but it’s not so easy at the mid-level. With
all the bottles appearing to offer the same product, how’s the consumer to know?
Might as well save a euro or two. Take this situation too far and the middle gets
hollowed out of the DO and the region loses money, good growers and prestige.

Fortunately DO Rueda has tried to tackle this and recently consolidated its more
generic wines into an easy to understand “Rueda” category, whilst creating a new
level “Gran Rueda” for wines made from lower yielding older vines. Available from
2020 it will be very interesting to see how this works out.

Yet even amidst this possible success there is controversy. During the same rule
change, the DO also allowed Chardonnay, Viognier and Syrah to be grown in the
region. Chardonnay can grow quite well in Spain but Spanish Chardonnay is not
sought after internationally. There’s hardly any Viognier in Spain, so this sounds like
an interesting gamble. As for Syrah, no doubt it will also make nice wines but doesn’t
this all rather question the nature of DOs? If it’s about defending tradition then
Chardonnay, Viognier and Syrah have no place here. If it’s about getting maximum
value from a piece of land then fair enough but it arguably puts the whole DO system
on shakier ground if by extension you’re suddenly allowed to grow anything
anywhere. Why not just go with GIs?

The Problem of Climate Change
Wine seems to have so much heritage behind it. Buy any bottle of Champagne and
you are buying Champagne the legend, the myth, a luxury product known the world
over and a piece of history - a position all DOs would love to be in. Dusty cellars,
Roman origins, monks and family crests are useful marketing concepts and DOs
generally aim to capture what history has given them and preserve this in time.
Burgundy makes some of the most sought after wines on the planet and its
pyramidal classification system is much admired. Why not apply this to Rioja and
maybe some of the caché will rub off?

But which sites do you classify the best ones now or the ones that will be the best in
20 years? And if you’re going to change it that often, why bother at all? Perhaps it’s
just too late. Sensationalism? These excerpts were published in the last month:

“...These days, I find most Chablis too ripe and soft – I haven’t bought a grand cru for
donkey’s years. I buy Petit Chablis instead, because it’s closer in style to what I
thought Chablis was meant to be...” - Oz Clarke.

“...if these Berthier wines are anything to go by, in a warming climate, the humble
Coteaux du Giennois is better placed to produce well-balanced, refreshing wines than
famous Sancerre to the south, whose Sauvignon Blancs may be in danger of being a
bit too ripe to refresh...” - Jancis Robinson.



“...Today, Bourgogne Aligoté can offer something Pinot Noir and Chardonnay can’t.
Vibrant, modern, accessible, expressive of its terroir, resilient in the face of climate
change, this grape variety shines toward a bright future...” - Jamie Goode.

This good article on this subject from James Lawrence is also well worth a read.

Conclusions and Going Forwards
Wine fashions change more rapidly than climate. What’s the DO supposed to do?
Change every year? Allow everything? But then why go further than the GI system?
Defend the status quo? But then you might distance star producers who could pull
up the reputation of the whole region. It’s not easy. As in most things in life, perhaps
the best option is the middle path. The DOs need to change but maybe only bit by bit,
Ultimately are the rules designed to get the best out of the region?

Hopefully DOs can encourage change and work with the more ambitious producers
rather than implementing a top-down system that alienates a few. Might as well tap
the talent if people are prepared to takes risks for you. To this end if a DO ends up in
a Ribeira Sacra situation whereby half the best producers in the region aren’t DO
members then it needs to take a good look at itself. Try and get everybody round the
table to see what’s actually going on and why.

Probably some external opinions would also help. Outsiders can see the wood for
the trees, can ride above local politics and can bring fresh perspectives that ought to
be useful. DO Cava is doing just this and has hired a number of top national and
international experts to help it get back on the right track.

I like DOs. They’re how I learned about Spanish wine and a lot of them work hard to
get the best out of their region with limited resources and they are often walking a
tightrope in balancing competing interests. Some are doing a great job whereas
others need to get a firmer grip on wine realities today and make some significant
changes, whilst never losing sight of why they exist in the first place.

https://www.wine-searcher.com/m/2020/06/climate-the-latest-challenge-for-burgundy?utm_source=DWN&utm_campaign=72970c4352-DWN_CAMPAIGN_MAY_2020_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_1787000e4c-72970c4352-223150845

